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party influence in congress - assets - library of congress cataloging in publication data smith, steven s.,
1953– party inﬂuence in congress / steven s. smith. p. cm. includes bibliographical references and index. isbn
978-0-521-87888-3 (hardback) – isbn 978-0-521-70387-1 (pbk.) 1. united states. congress. 2. political parties –
united states. 3. power (social sciences ... the inﬂuence of party: evidence from the state legislatures party matters, for a variety of methodological reasons, none of these is conclusive.1 the remarkable thing
about this controversy, given our prior and long-standing beliefs about the impor-tance of parties in legislative
policymaking, is how dif-ﬁcult it has been to establish the impact of parties in congress. lawrence, maltzman,
and smith ... 3. lawrence et al - homeu - 38 lawrence, maltzman, and smith for each congress, as reflecting
average party influence across the votes of a congress. cox and poole took the presence of votes on which
party cohesiveness was higher or lower than expected by chance, 1 and . who heeds the call of the party
in congress? - for exploring who heeds the call of the party, while crucially controlling for ideology and the
baseline propensity to vote with the party absent such influence. specifically, we (a) separate party-influenced
votes from party-free votes, (b) generate party-free ideological ideal points, (c) party polarization in
congress: a social networks approach - in congress over the past 20 years (following a period of party
decline), and that polarization in congress has increased polarization in the electorate (jacobson 2000,
jacobson 2005). however, this wealth of attention has resulted in few concrete measures of partisan polarization. non-party government: bipartisan lawmaking and theories of ... - other theories of party power,
including cox and mccubbins’s (2005) procedural cartel theory and koger and lebo’s (2017) strategic party
government, contend that the majority party in congress structures the institution to enable it to construct a
record of accomplishments to aid the party in future elections. evolution and change in committees - mit in this chapter we address evolution and change in congress's com-mittee systems, examining how members,
the parties and their leaders, and the chambers as collective decision-making bodies have benefited from and
shaped the use of committees. since they preceded party devel-opment, how did parties and party leaders
cope with this rival source of party leaders in the united states congress, 1789-2017 - party leaders in
the united states congress, 1789-2017 congressional research service 1 introduction and methodological notes
although party divisions sprang up almost from the first congress, the formally structured party leadership
organizations now taken for granted are a relatively modern development. party discipline in the
contemporary congress: rewarding ... - congress, congressional party discipline is difficult to identify.
some scholars question whether parties matter at all controlling for members’ policy preferences (e.g.,
krehbiel 1993, 1998, 2000). many find that parties exert influence in post-reform congressional politics (e.g.,
aldrich (annex 4) women in political parties’ structures - the ... - 8 smith, s. (2007) party influence in
congress. cambridge university press. cambridge university press. 9 north korea and china is an example;
others can be found in fascist states, such as nazi germany between 1934 and 1945, and the sudan
representation and lawmaking in congress - cengage - representation and lawmaking in congress 1. new
demands on congress. elections bring new members, who often alter ... and the public usually see congress in
terms of its party composition. we speak of a “republican congress” or a “democratic con- ... views about
which party should control congress influence many elections. pol sci 421-001 party politics in america parties in congress and state legislatures – 11/13 tuesday • ch. 13 • (recommended) steven s. smith. 2007.
party influence in congress. cambridge: cambridge university press. 20. parties in the executive and the courts
– 11/16 friday • ch. 14 • (recommended) christina l. boyd, michael s. lynch, and anthony madonna.
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